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MOPS International exists to encourage, equip and develop every mother of preschoolers
to realize her potential as a woman, mother and leader in the name of Jesus Christ.
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MOPS International
Faith Position Statement
MOPS International is a Christian non-profit organization that
believes in working with local Christian churches and Christian
organizations to maximize ministry opportunities to God’s
kingdom. MOPS programs are chartered in churches of many
different denominations and Christian traditions, but all share
the common desire to reach out with the gospel of Jesus Christ
and to bring glory to God in everything.

Churches, Christian organizations and individual MOPS ministry
leaders must embrace and agree on the basic, orthodox truths
of the Christian faith and the essential issues of salvation. We
believe the Bible is the foundation for these truths. It is God’s
Word, uniquely and fully inspired by the Holy Spirit, and is
authoritative on all matters on which it speaks. MOPS International
is committed to telling the truth of the saving work of Jesus
Christ, of God’s grace to mankind, of the reality of the Trinity,
and the role of the Church in God’s plan for the world. These
foundational Christian beliefs are reflected in many of the historic
church creeds.

By agreeing with this statement, a church is affirming that they
too believe in and teach the foundational truths of the Christian
gospel. Because these beliefs are foundational to the ministry of
MOPS International, MOPS International reserves the right to
have final authority on the granting of charters.

Find the MOPS International Faith Position Statement at
www.MOPS.org/faithposition and the MOPS International
Values at www.MOPS.org/values.
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Relevant
� Meet moms where they are. Highlight

topics that are important to them.

� Consider how it would be to walk in

someone else’s shoes.

Relationally Inclusive
� Reflect your community.

� Create a safe environment for every

mom regardless of where she is on

her faith journey.

� Help each mom build at least three

strong relationships within the group.
Growth-oriented
� Commit to spiritual development

and growth with your leadership

team.

� Get moms involved in serving

and leading. Start with small

bite-size commitments and give

them opportunities to stretch

and grow.

Passionately Christian
� Encourage moms to grow in God.

� Be committed to growing spiritually

so that your love of Jesus shines

through!

� Find ways to express Christian love

in action.Purposeful
� Plan speakers to challenge moms to

grow as women,mothers and leaders.

� Intentionally connect the church with

your MOMSnext group to help moms

grow in faith.

“The MOMSnext Experience”
Our vision is that every mother is so impacted by her MOMSnext experience that she
carries it with her for life, making her a better mom who creates a better world.

As a leader of a local MOMSnext group, that experience begins with you. Therefore,
it is essential to be:

� Relevant, so that every mom will know that MOMSnext is for her
� Relationally Inclusive, so that every mom will feel welcome and accepted in

community
� Growth-oriented, so that every mom will be challenged to grow as a woman,

mother and leader
� Passionately Christian, so that every mom will be drawn one step closer to

Jesus and one step further in her influence for God’s kingdom
� Purposeful, so that every mom will know she’s part of God’s bigger purpose,

picture and plan to make a better world!

Ideas for Living out “The MOMSnext Experience”
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Welcome to MOMSnext!
A ministry to mothers of school-age kids brought to you by
MOPS International. As you partner in this ministry to moms,
we hope this online guide and the materials included in your
MOMSnext Charter Packet, will help you reach many moms in
your community and grow them toward and in Jesus’ love and
hope.

MOMSnext serves mothers of school-age kids, providing
community that grows them as they mother. By building a safe
and accepting community, and providing growth opportunities,
MOMSnext seeks to deepen mothers toward finding and sharing
the the renewing hope of Jesus. This is an avenue you and your
church can use to reach more mothers with life–blessing relation-
ships bearing God’s good news.

How to Use These Materials
This guidebook provides introductory resources for your MOMSnext
group, but MOPS International has many more resources for you
as a leader and for the moms in your group. Be sure to check
the Leaders’ website regularly at www.MOPSLeaders.org. The
MOPS Leaders’ website is password protected. The password is
included in your Charter Packet and is available from Ministry
Services.

MOPS International, Inc.
2370 S. Trenton Way, Denver, CO 80231-3822

Contact 303-733-5353 or 888-910-6677 or
Service@MOPS.org for Ministry Services
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The Need for MOMSnext
For many years, MOPS graduates have asked MOPS International
to create a group for moms with school-age kids. MOPS has always
strived to wisely steward the resources and influence God has
provided, ultimately focusing on a specific stage of mothering: the
preschool years. We all know these years have unique mothering
issues and a hunger for spiritual growth.

Every year, thousands of mothers leave MOPS. Some graduate
(they no longer have preschoolers); and others leave with a foot
in both worlds as their oldest ventures off to school. Naturally, any
mom’s biggest concerns exist in things that are new to them, so
they leave MOPS to focus on school and its unique issues. The
MOMSnext format serves part of our mission “to encourage, equip,
and develop every mother of preschoolers to realize her potential as
a woman, mother, and leader in the name of Jesus Christ.”

The MOMSnext Mom
Just as MOPS groups serve as an outreach focusing on the unique
needs of mothers of preschoolers, this extended format seeks to
meet mothers of school-age children right where they are. While
not an exclusive alumni club for MOPS moms, MOMSnext certainly
appeals to MOPS graduates who want to continue to grow into
the best moms they can be and influence others for good through-
out a new phase of mothering. Many will want to expand on their
leadership skills developed while in MOPS and start new MOMSnext
groups. MOMSnext serves the mission of the local Chartering
Ministry, intended to act as a bridge between women who need
to see Jesus’ love in action and Christian communities prepared to
support and disciple them.

7
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MOMSnext Groups
MOMSnext provides a safe, Christ-centered place for any mom to feel
accepted, affirmed and loved, and to encounter Jesus. MOMSnext’s
partnership with a Chartering Ministry allows the church to reach more
mothers with life altering, life-saving, relationships that bear Jesus’ love
in action. Through meeting the needs of women who have varying
levels of spiritual interest, a MOMSnext group demonstrates Jesus’ love
to moms who may not have any other church connection. In time, the
care and love exhibited builds the moms’ trust and comfort level,
which allows opportunities to share the full message of hope found
in a relationship with Jesus.

Your group will likely look different than a group on the other side of
the country or even on the other side of the city. Why? Because different
moms have different needs. Be creative and try new things to reach
both moms who for whatever reason may not have been attracted to
or able to attend a MOPS group, as well as MOPS graduates.

Although format and style will feel different from group to group, every
MOMSnext group retains four core elements that carry out the ministry
with MOPS International’s unique approach:

[ A Value on Mothering in the School Years
[ Leadership Development
[ Relational Evangelism
[ Connection to a Local Church.

(To see a full description of each element, please refer to the
appropriate section in this guidebook.)

MOMSnext Resources
The following resources are included with MOMSnext chartering benefits:

[ Annual MOPS International theme information
[ MOMSnext Guidebook (this guidebook)
[ Connections magazine for leaders
[ MOPS Leaders’ website, www.MOPSLeaders.org
[ Additional leadership materials
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Connection with the Chartering Ministry
MOPS International is an organization committed to grow moms
in body, mind, soul and spirit, and all groups must have a connection
to a local Chartering Ministry, usually a local church. Wherever a
MOMSnext group meets — in a home, school, workplace, com-
munity center or local coffee shop — moms need to understand
the group is connected to a local Chartering Ministry. Inform moms
of ongoing ministry activities that may be of interest to them.
Periodically offer special MOMSnext events at the Chartering
Ministry or include guest speakers from your church for some
MOMSnext group meetings.

Every MOMSnext group is accountable to the Chartering Ministry’s
policies for the purpose of spiritual oversight, legal issues, liability
and insurance. All MOMSnext groups are governed under the
same policies as other small groups within the Chartering Ministry,
even if they meet in locations other than those physically managed
by the Chartering Ministry (such as private homes, workplaces or
community centers).

9
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Connecting with
Potential MOMSnext Moms
You’ve caught the vision of the MOMSnext experience and rounded
up a dedicated Steering Team. Now, how do you go about connecting
with moms in order to invite them to the group?

Since the MOMSnext experience is about meeting moms where they
are and sharing common experiences, a great way to connect with
new MOMSnext members is by reaching out through your natural
relationships. Mothers of school-age children participate in a unique
circle of activities and networks. Some general ideas for how to meet
moms are included below. But remember, you know your community
best, so ask yourself where the moms are, and go there!

[ School parenting associations
[ Chartering Ministry’s children and youth ministries

programs
[ Extra-curricular activities (sports, ballet, youth theater,

children’s choirs, etc.)
[ Local schools, including the ones is close proximity to the

Chartering Ministry
[ Community hot spots, including grocery stores, libraries and

neighborhood parks and pools
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Checklist for Starting
a MOMSnext Group
1. Read all Chartering materials.
2. Recruit team (one or more moms to help lead the group).
3. Meet with team to share MOPS International vision, pray,

plan, budget and delegate tasks.
4. Select meeting location, dates, time and fees.
5. Create a budget using the Group Management Budget tools

available online. Submit plans and budget to Chartering
Ministry for approval.

6. Create and distribute publicity and registration forms
(Samples on the MOPS Leaders’ website).

7. Accept registrations and fees
a. Acknowledge registrations with welcome call or letter.
b. Register all moms for the MOMSnext Membership.
c. Create group rosters with the Group Management tools

8. Purchase needed supplies.
9. Print group roster, schedule and group policies, as needed.

Reports can be created through the Group Management tools.
www.MOPS.org/groupmanagement

1 1



A Basic MOMSnext Meeting
MOMSnext meetings differ for every group and are tailored to
meet the specific needs and preferences of the women attending.
The following is a general picture of a MOMSnext meeting,
but remember to adapt these suggestions as needed to fit a
groups’ needs and style.

When
Many groups meet on a weekday or evening, twice monthly
during the school year. This semi-monthly arrangement allows
the MOMSnext women and leadership to enjoy and connect
without becoming overwhelmed and provides vacation times off,
when families often have other obligations. Other groups decide
to provide additional support to moms by meeting every week,
or schedule only one MOMSnext meeting a month to fit into
moms’ busy schedules. The key is to find out what works for the
leadership team and group.
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Schedule
The basic schedule of a MOMSnext meeting is designed to integrate
opportunities for relaxation, learning, meaningful discussion and
creativity. As time passes, reevaluate whether the schedule you’re using
is working. If something else makes more sense, don’t feel tied to doing
it the way you’ve “always done it.” A MOMSnext format might include:

[ Socializing. Relationships are the heart of the MOMSnext ministry.
Build in time for moms and leaders to get to know each other.
Try a combination of activities that encourage moms to mix
within the larger group.

[ Teaching. The teaching format will depend on the style, resources
and size of your group. Live speakers can present on relevant topics,
a designated book can be read before meetings, a video curriculum
can be viewed or a leader can share a brief story or life experience.
For MOPS’ suggested books visit www.MOPShop.org.

[ Discussion. The size of your group will determine if you need to
break into smaller groups for discussion time. Keep in mind the
MOMSnext Experience described earlier in this guidebook when
leading discussions. Make sure you are covering topics that feel
relevant to the women present and all are included in the discussion.

[ Creative Activities/Service. Some groups find that scheduling a
Creative Activity after Discussion Groups allows for conversation
to continue and relationships to deepen. Other groups find their
meeting time to be too crowded if they try to “do it all,” so they
alternate “activity” and “teaching” meetings. Other groups don’t
do any Creative Activity at all. A group service project can be a
wonderful Creative Activity and also fits well in this time. Consider
all the options and talk with others about what seems to fit your
particular community.

[ Children’s Program. Consider the group’s specific needs in order
to determine what, if any, children’s program you will offer during
your meeting time. For groups who have members with preschoolers
still at home, a MOPPETS-style program may be most appropriate.
MOPS International can provide resources for MOPPETS. Some
groups are better served by offering a program for school-age
children, specifically if meeting in the evenings.



General Meeting Suggestions
Consider the following suggestions and refer to them from time to
time as you plan MOMSnext meetings. These are only suggestions
and you should feel free to use as many or few of them as you
wish. Tools such as Agenda Builders, Discussion Group Setup,
and reports are available on the Group Management tools at
www.MOPS.org/groupmanagement. These are designed to help
you plan and run your meetings. The MOMSnext Forum (an
online community specifically for MOMSnext leaders) on the
MOPS Leaders’ website can be a great option for gathering
additional meeting ideas.

[ Start time with prayer. As a Steering Team, pray before each
MOMSnext meeting.

[ Be sensitive. At every meeting, be aware that there may be
women who do not know Christ. Remember to keep Christian
phrases and lingo to a minimum. Make MOMSnext a place
where moms can get to know Jesus and each other in a
non-threatening atmosphere.

[ Extend a warm welcome. Designate greeters to watch for
newcomers, making everyone feel welcome and giving
attention to those who look uncomfortable or alone.

[ Guide women through registration. At the first meeting and
with all newcomers throughout the year, invite each woman
to have a sample visit, and if she determines to stay on, to
register for the group and for the MOMSnext Membership. A
basic registration form is available on the MOPS Leaders’
website. Give each woman a nametag. Even in small settings,
nametags can be helpful.

[ Begin on time. Demonstrate dependability to the moms by
beginning according to announced schedules. This will
encourage them to be on time as well.

[ Give announcements … but keep them brief. In the first
meeting especially, focus on familiarizing women with the
essentials. Be sure the program format and fee structure
are clear.
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[ Introduce the Steering Team, letting each woman explain
her role. Keep introductions quick, clear and fun!

[ Share appropriate news from MOPS International. When
MOMSnext women hear what is happening in groups around
the world, they gain the perspective that they are part of a
significant group of women.

[ Include learning. A brief lesson on an appropriate topic
(not a Bible study) will provide moms with something to
“take away” and consider. To offer deeper teaching we
recommend an alternate week Bible study or spiritual
formation group.

[ Discuss learning. Group discussion is often the most crucial
section of a MOMSnext meeting. Discussion Group Leaders
should be prepared with questions that draw women out in
a non-threatening manner.

[ Keep the Creative Activities (if you decide to have them)
simple and varied. Have the Creative Activities Team Leader
describe the purpose of upcoming activities. Be aware of
what the group enjoys doing.

[ Offer reassurance regarding children. A mother’s most pressing
concern is her children. Explain the MOPPETS program and
policies if applicable.

[ Close on time. Again, dependability is demonstrated when
meetings are kept on schedule. Encourage moms to pick up
their children from childcare immediately after the meeting.

[ Clean up. Assign or ask for help to straighten up after the
MOMSnext meeting. Return rooms to the condition they
were in when you arrived, or better.

[ Take care of business. Pay MOPPETS workers and speakers
when applicable. Deposit money from the meeting. Write
thank you notes.
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Between MOMSnext Meetings
If the MOMSnext group meets every other week or once a month,
questions sometimes arise as to whether to schedule something
when MOMSnext doesn’t meet. What to do?

Possibly, nothing! Over-scheduling can lead to over-extension and
burnout. Moms have busy lives and have made a commitment to
attend MOMSnext meetings, but additional activities may seem
overwhelming.

[ Steering Meetings — Steering Teams will need to meet for
spiritual encouragement, planning, communication and unity.
Many groups find off weeks between MOMSnext meetings to
be ideal for Steering meetings.

[ Team Meetings — Individual teams (Creative Activities,
Hospitality, etc.) may need to meet for planning.

[ Bible Study — The off weeks may be an ideal time for Bible
studies or spiritual formation classes. Such studies could
include moms outside the group.

[ Get-Togethers — For moms of school-age children who enjoy
being with other moms and children, off weeks may be used
for extra gatherings. Keep it simple: Meeting at the park or
zoo, lunch or dinner at a local restaurant or a home, or other
unstructured activities provide moms and kids time to connect
without overwhelming the organizers. Remember that these
off-week activities can be great ways to welcome new moms
who have not yet attended a MOMSnext meeting or to
include moms on a waiting list. Set up a group page at
www.nesting.com to coordinate activities.
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MOMSnext Leadership
MOMSnext leadership is not to be done alone, but rather as part
of a team. The team approach creates a spiritual and emotional
support network (along with growth and fun) for the women who
lead the group. Every new group for school moms needs at least
one leader who has previous MOPS leadership experience. This
provides experienced leadership and an opportunity to develop
leadership skills. Every leader needs a relationship with Jesus, so
the entire team heads in the same direction. Diversity on the team
should be celebrated, with faith being an essential, unifying feature.

This leadership structure is suggested, but feel free to adapt it to
your specific group’s needs and resources. The positions may
include: Service, Finance, Publicity, Hospitality, Mentor, Creative
Activities and MOPPETS (the children’s component). Look at the
responsibilities that will need to be covered and assign women
tasks accordingly. For instance, you may find a Speaker Coordinator
or a School Liaison is more needed than a Hospitality Coordinator.
Every group is encouraged to have at least one MOMSnext Mentor,
a woman with older children, who can offer perspective and
encouragement to moms in the group; and one Coordinator to
lead and organize the leadership team.

At the core of the local MOMSnext ministry is a team of committed
leaders who set the tone for the group. As a member of that team,
you are important!
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12 Qualities of a MOMSnext Leader
MOPS International values personal and spiritual growth — as
a woman and MOMSnext leader. Our goal is to grow toward
maturity, so we can lead others in the same direction. To encourage
and equip you to reach your potential as you follow the Great
Commission (Matthew 28:19), and to help you select future
MOMSnext leaders, these are the qualities MOMSnext leaders
seek to develop.

A MOMSnext Leader Is …
1. Christian: A MOMSnext leader has faith in Jesus Christ, and
follows him in all areas of her life.
“That if you confess with your mouth, ‘Jesus is Lord,’ and believe in
your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved.”
Romans 10:9

2. Called: A MOMSnext leader recognizes that God has summoned
her to a position of influence, and submits herself to that call.
“Then he said to them all: ‘Those who would be my disciples must deny
themselves and take up their cross daily and follow me.’” Luke 9:23

3. Christ-like: While none of us are yet like Jesus, a MOMSnext
leader is intentional about growing godly character as expressed in
Scripture and evidenced by behavior and attitudes.
“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, good-
ness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.” Galatians 5:22-23

4. Courageous: A MOMSnext leader chooses to persevere even in
the face of challenges.
“Be strong and take heart, all you who hope in the Lord.” Psalm 31:24

5. Accountable: A MOMSnext leader is willing to accept responsibility
to God, to others and to herself.
“So then, we will all give an account of ourselves to God.” Romans 14:1
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6. Serving: A MOMSnext leader serves those she leads.
“Not so with you, instead, whoever wants to become great among you
must be your servant, and whoever wants to be first must be your
slave — just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to
serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many.” Matthew 20:26-28

7. Growing: A MOMSnext leader has a teachable spirit and takes
responsibility for growing toward personal and spiritual maturity.
“Being confident of this, that he who began a good work in you will
carry it on to completion until the day of Christ Jesus.” Philippians 1:6

8. Hopeful: A MOMSnext leader knows Jesus as her source of
hope and points others to him.
“Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you
to give the reason for the hope that you have.” 1 Peter 3:15

9. Gracious: A MOMSnext leader receives others willingly with
a generous spirit.
“Accept one another, then, just as Christ accepted you in order to
bring praise to God.” Romans 15:7

10. Authentic: A MOMSnext leader knows and accepts herself
and is honest about her strengths and weaknesses in her relation-
ships with others.
“For by the grace given me I say to every one of you: Do not think
of yourself more highly than you ought, but rather think of yourself
with sober judgment, in accordance with the measure of faith God
has given you.” Romans 12:3

11. Adaptable: A MOMSnext leader embraces and manages change.
“To the weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all
things to all people so that by all possible means I might save
some.” 1 Corinthians 9:22

12. Humble: A MOMSnext leader recognizes her dependence
upon God and others.
“All of you, clothe yourselves with humility toward one another,
because, ‘God opposes the proud but gives grace to the humble.’”
1 Peter 5:5-6
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Leader Core Responsibilities
[ Uses MOMSnext checklist to begin and maintain group.

[ Facilitates MOMSnext meeting.

[ Manages the group finances. This task could be delegated to
another MOMSnext leader or member of the Chartering
Ministry.

[ Maintains a strong relationship between MOPS International,
the Chartering Ministry and the MOMSnext group.

[ Reads the MOMSnext Guidebook and understands and
commits to carrying out the vision of MOPS International
in conjunction with the Chartering Ministry.

[ Encourages the moms in the MOMSnext group and provides
an environment of open sharing and participation by all the
mothers in the group.

[ Identifies other leaders and delegates appropriate tasks.

Leading and Managing
As a MOMSnext leader, you are called to not only manage, but
also leads the MOMSnext program. There is a distinct difference
between “leading” and “managing.” According to the dictionary,
leading means “showing the way by going in advance, or guiding
or directing a course.” Managing means “directing or controlling
the use of something, or exerting control over something.” As
a MOMSnext leader, you are responsible for leading, or helping
others along a path that you are also traveling. You are also
responsible for gently managing the process and direction of the
MOMSnext group, holding others accountable and strategically
guiding the group.
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Growing as a Leader
Leadership development is an important part of the MOMSnext
experience. As a MOMSnext leader, you have the opportunity to
grow personally and spiritually, especially as you take advantage
of the MOMSnext leadership training resources, such as Connections
magazine, Leaders Online e-newsletter, MOPS Leaders’ website
resources, Field Leader contact and training events. The leadership
training program not only grows you as a leader, it grows healthy
MOMSnext groups which meet the needs of moms.

Recruiting New Leaders
Being in MOMSnext leadership changes you. You develop leader-
ship skills, form lasting relationships and grow in your walk with
God as you minister to other moms. Yet your place as a MOMSnext
leader is not permanent. Recruiting new leaders is critical to the
survival and growth of every MOMSnext group. The key is to
recruit new leaders before a position becomes vacant. Always
watch for emerging leaders and cultivate leadership opportunities
by delegating specific tasks and include potential leaders in
activities that deepen your Steering Team. Look for resources
on the MOPS Leaders’ website to help in recruiting future leaders.
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Core Elements of the
MOMSnext Experience
A Value on Mothering in the School Years
The tagline, “Better Moms Make A Better World,” was created
because MOPS International truly believes God placed mothers in
their roles to shape future generations. Mothering in the school
years proves to be a challenging, growing time for moms as they
spread their wings further and watch their children do the same.
Each group should reflect God’s value placed on mothers and the
unique issues of this phase. However you set up meetings, make
sure mothers hear that these years of mothering are critical and
influential in shaping their children. As they shape their children,
they shape the world.

Suggestions for Valuing School-Age Mothering

[ Invite speakers uniquely skilled to speak to issues specific
to mothering the school years. (For example, advocacy,
bullies, opportunities for service, etc.)

[ Participate in a book study, covering a topic relevant to
members’ lives and challenges.

[ Host informal discussions on a variety of issues that
MOMSnext moms face. Create a safe space for mutual
understanding and sharing of ideas and support.
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Leadership Development
Moms are constantly growing and developing leadership skills
as they face new challenges in parenting. MOPS International
believes every mother is a leader because she influences and leads
in her home. Every MOMSnext group should provide women with
opportunities to try new things and challenge themselves. This
might be in an official leadership position, or in a more casual way.
Asking moms to post fliers at their school, or organize a service
project, may not seem like a big responsibility to one mom, but
may feel like a stretch to another. Encourage women to step out
of their comfort zones in this new phase of mothering, so they are
not only working on their children’s growth, but also on their
own. MOPS International will continue to provide resources that
train leaders in vital areas that may be applicable to leaders in
MOMSnext groups. Use resources like the Leaders’ website, the
Leadership Curriculums and Connections magazine to train leaders.

MOMSnext Mentor Development and Support
The MOMSnext Mentor fills a unique and very important role. As
such, she requires resources specific to her position of influence. The
MOPS Leaders’ website offers a Mentor’s Corner, which includes a
host of ideas, discussions, and encouragement. The MOMSnext
Mentor Membership gains her access to the Mentor’s Corner and
information including Mentor characteristics, responsibilities and
training. In addition, the Mentor Forum on the same website
provides an online community of other Mentors, so she can share
ideas and experiences common to Mentors from all kinds of MOPS
and MOMSnext groups.
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Relational Evangelism
Sometimes referred to as lifestyle evangelism, relational evangelism
depends on trusted relationships. As you develop friendships with
moms in your group, you will show women acceptance and build
trust. These are essential to showing moms you care for them
regardless of their choices or circumstances, that your love is
unconditional. It is out of this grace-filled love you can share with
confidence how Jesus loves each woman the same way — in fact
much more. As your friendship grows, they will see windows into
your life that reveal how grace is lived out. We all know, as Christians
our lives are not perfect, and we are not perfect moms. Our ultimate
goal in this ministry is to reveal who Jesus is to women in a relevant,
caring way, and encourage them to keep growing toward him.

As you begin and maintain a MOMSnext group, remember that
the ministry is trying to reach every mother of school-age children,
both Christian and not. As you create a group that meets moms’
needs, you will find a variety of women drawn to what you are
offering. Most, whether they are Christian or not, will come to
MOMSnext because the group meets their felt needs for identity,
growth, relationship, help, perspective and hope. They may be
searching spiritually, or they may not yet have recognized their
own spiritual needs. They come to MOMSnext because it offers
a safe and accepting environment, focused on mothering.
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Similarly, MOMSnext may be the only reason a non-Christian
woman will walk through the doors of a church or Christian
ministry. We have an amazing opportunity to help women and
families come to know Jesus. That does not mean preaching a
full gospel message at every meeting; instead, we believe that
through first developing a community of women and meeting
their needs, we demonstrate the love of Jesus for them. We share
our faith through our actions and the way we live. We affirm the
importance of motherhood and acknowledge both the joys and
challenges that are a part of being a mother. We focus on the
women themselves, who are accustomed to the focus being on
their children. We teach and encourage women about issues that
are relevant to their stage of life.

In time, the care and love that we exhibit in our treatment builds
the trust and comfort level to share the full message of hope
found in salvation through Jesus. This happens in a variety of
ways — through a presentation of the gospel message during
special MOMSnext events, in small-group conversations, and in
one-on-one conversations between moms who formed relation-
ships in MOMSnext.

For more in-depth information on lifestyle evangelism, refer to
the book, I Can Evangelism, found at www.MOPShop.org and
resource articles on the MOPS Leaders’ website.
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Connection to a Local Church
MOMSnext groups are always connected to a local church or
Christian organization. At MOPS International we call these
Chartering Ministries. While a group for mothers of school-age kids
is equipped to meet a mother’s relational needs, the local church
is better designed to meet the entire family’s spiritual needs. The
group is intended to be the connecting point between mothers in
the community and the church. The church can provide support to
the group and its leaders and deeper discipleship to all moms
who participate.

The group is under the authority of the Chartering Ministry.
MOPS International gives you guidelines for the approach and
tone, but everything must be approved by the Chartering Ministry.
When a mom faces a crisis, and this will happen, the group will
support her, but the church will likely have more extensive resources
to help her and her family. Work together with church leadership
in outreach and care for moms. One of the most tangible ways
this happens is by recruiting women from the Chartering Ministry
to serve as Mentors to the MOMSnext group. Such seasoned
voices not only provide a valuable resource for wisdom, comfort
and encouragement to moms, but they also lay the framework for
a trust-based relationship with your Chartering Ministry. For more
information on recruiting and developing Mentors, refer to the leader-
ship development section of this guidebook.

In addition, look for ways to create consistent, positive communica-
tion between the group and its Chartering Ministry. For example,
publicize events sponsored by the Chartering Ministry which
might be of interest to your members. Have your Chartering
Ministry host a Back to School Night, or seek out support and
resources from the Children’s Ministry at your Chartering Ministry.
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Service
Along with the four essential elements of MOMSnext — A Value on
Mothering in the School Years, Leadership Development, Relational
Evangelism and Connection to a Local Church — we suggest incorpo-
rating a fifth: Service. Mothers in the school-age mothering years are
often freed to look beyond their immediate responsibilities to the world
around them. They may be wondering what their role is in this next
phase of mothering and they may be more available to offer their gifts
to the larger world. Providing moms with a chance to make a better
world is part of our mission. Service is also an opportunity to engage
mothers to participate in the group. Helping others is one way God
moves in the world. As followers of Jesus, we can draw people to him
by serving alongside moms who do not yet know him.

Seek out service opportunities that might directly tie in with your
members’ interests. Volunteer shifts at an after-school tutoring ministry;
organize a book drive for a local school’s library; donate backpacks filled
with school supplies to an underprivileged school. In addition, your
Chartering Ministry’s existing service programs and community outreach
opportunities provide an excellent springboard for your group’s service
activities. Whenever possible and appropriate, partnering with your
Chartering Ministry in acts of service not only opens the door to well-
organized and effective service opportunities, but also builds a supportive
relationship with your Chartering Ministry.

Another take on this element might include doing a Creative Activity
or craft with your MOMSnext group. For leaders who find the service
component too intimidating at first, organizing a group craft project
can allow for low-pressure interaction among members. In many cases,
you can complete a project that lends itself well to service. Blankets or
quilts made by the group can easily turn into donations for a homeless
shelter. Creating gift bags of bath salts, not only provide moms with
a pampering treat for themselves, but also a great gift idea for someone
else.
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Summary
Remember, MOMSnext groups may look very different from
each other. In preparation for launching MOMSnext, MOPS
International selected a handful of pilot groups to reach out
to this new audience of mothers. They were diverse in their
approaches because their communities and Chartering Ministries
were diverse: there were rural, suburban and urban churches.
Some groups met during the day, others at night. Some had
extensive children’s programs others had none. Some had speakers,
others formed as a book group. Some modeled their leadership
positions after the classic eight-person MOPS Steering Team,
others eliminated or created positions based on the needs of their
groups. One made freezer meals at every meeting and had their
discussions while they cooked. This allowed moms to feel like
they were doing something productive for their families, while
meeting their needs for relationship. Be creative. Think of what
would draw moms from your community to a mothering group.
Also consider what would keep them away. Build your group to
most effectively reach out to mothers who do not know Christ’s
love. Meet their felt needs, their relational needs, for an effective
ministry.

Take advantage of the MOMSnext Forum on the MOPS Leaders’
website. This is a valuable resource because it is a place to pose
questions to one another about format, topics, children’s pro-
gramming, leadership structure. Go to each other for creative
solutions to questions and inspiration.

This guidebook will help you as a leadership team and Chartering
Ministry think through the best approach. It provides some basic
principles, but it allows the group to be uniquely shaped for your
community.
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More than thirty-five years ago, a group of women got
together at a church knowing they needed support, encour-
agement and a renewing time away from their young kids.
They had no idea that what they were starting would grow
to be what MOPS is today: 4,000 groups, with 100,000
moms in 30 countries. They were trailblazers, following
God’s call to fill a need. Years later, thousands of women
say their lives have been changed because of MOPS. That
first group of women didn’t have handbooks or DVDs or
training events to attend, they had their passion, their gifts
and the support of their church.

As a MOMSnext leader, you too follow in that legacy of
passionately meeting moms’ needs through whatever
approach works best. Pray together, trust your instincts
and seek out support from MOPS International and other
MOMSnext leaders. Check the MOPS Leaders’ website
(www.MOPSLeaders.org) regularly for new ideas and
information. Finally, know that we are glad to partner with
you to fulfill the MOPS International purpose in your local
community through MOMSnext!
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